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Recently, three American states introduced covenant marriage as a new form of marriage in response to the rising divorce rate. The author examines the three distinguishing characteristics of covenant marriage that distinguish it from the current form of marriage offered in the United States and Canada. For the United States, the author canvasses the possibility of separating jurisdiction from choice of law, separating subject matter jurisdiction from personal jurisdiction, and recognition of the parties' intent, as three possible alternatives that non-covenant marriage states can utilize in order to respect the parties' intentions and the covenant marriage state's legislative intent. For Canada, the author canvasses the possibility that while Canada could take jurisdiction on the "ordinarily resident" basis, they may refuse jurisdiction on the basis of forum non conveniens or, alternatively, that they may apply the substantive law of the covenant marriage state on the basis that the Declaration of Intent signed by the parties represents an express choice of law clause.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article focuses on the effectiveness of covenant marriage, a new form of marriage recently introduced by three American states. It is important to recognize that the effectiveness of this form of marriage depends largely upon its treatment across borders. Where a spouse married under covenant marriage legislation seeks a divorce in a different state, the court’s application of conflict of laws principles essentially advances or defeats both the intended purpose of the covenant marriage state’s legislation and the couple’s original intent in choosing to enter into a covenant marriage. In Part IV, this article compares the probable treatment of covenant marriages, as an American statutory creation, in American non-covenant marriage states with the potential treatment in Canada. This leads into an examination of alternative treatments available to sister states that would give effect to the purposes of covenant marriage.

In 1999, as a response to the rising American divorce rate, Louisiana became the first state to introduce covenant marriage as a new form of marriage that attempts to strengthen the commitment of couples entering into marriage. This provoked a majority of state legislatures to introduce covenant marriage bills. However, to date, only Louisiana, Arizona, and Arkansas have successfully implemented covenant marriage legislation. As the covenant marriage legislation of these states all share the same fundamental elements, this article focuses on Louisiana’s legislation as being the first, and model, legislation for other states. The restrictions on divorce, the additional contractual obligations, and the legislated requirement of pre-marital counselling represent the defining features of a covenant marriage that distinguishes it from a standard marriage.

---

1 For a state-by-state analysis of the legislatures’ treatment of proposed covenant marriage bills, see Tony Perkins, “Covenant Marriage: A Legislator’s Perspective” (1999) 12 Regent U.L. Rev. 27. See also Kristina E. Zurcher, “‘I Do’ or ‘I Don’t’? Covenant Marriage After Six Years” (2004) 18 Notre Dame J.L. Ethics & Pub. Pol’y 273. As recently as 2003, five states (Indiana, Texas, Utah, Virginia, and West Virginia) considered covenant marriage bills but did not pass them into law.
Critics have highlighted numerous problems with covenant marriage including: it introduces a second tier of marriage that trivializes the current institution of marriage; it returns religion into the public sphere; and it possibly opens the door to the negative impacts of fault divorce that led to the shift to no-fault divorce. However, proponents have countered with compelling reasons and legal methods for non-covenant marriage jurisdictions to validly enforce the purpose of covenant marriages and its incidents, to honour both the choices that the parties made at the time of marriage and a covenant marriage state’s legislative intent.

As divorce falls within state jurisdiction in the United States as compared to federal jurisdiction in Canada, the American treatment of covenant marriages differs from the Canadian treatment. Since each state typically applies its own laws to divorce petitions and the “Full Faith and Credit” clause constitutionally requires that states recognize a judgment by a sister state as valid, the enforceability of a covenant marriage’s restrictive divorce provisions becomes problematic where one spouse establishes a domicile in a non-covenant marriage sister state to evade its restrictive divorce grounds. By contrast, Canada’s federal Divorce Act sets out that a Canadian court can assert jurisdiction where one spouse has been ordinarily resident in the province for one year. Applying these principles, a covenant marriage divorce petition before a Canadian court has a greater likelihood of being returned to a covenant marriage state compared to one presented before a court in an American non-covenant marriage state.

II. THE DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF COVENANT MARRIAGE

Louisiana’s covenant marriage legislation provides an alternative for couples who wish to enter into a marriage that is different from a standard marriage in three significant ways. First, a couple seeking to enter into a covenant marriage must receive counselling from a professional marriage counsellor who has a statutory duty to emphasize the seriousness of marriage. Second, the couple must sign a Declaration of Intent (“the Declaration”) where the couple contracts, in this legally binding agreement, to take all reasonable efforts to preserve the marriage and agree to the application of Louisiana law.

A. FEATURE 1: MANDATORY PREMARRITAL COUNSELLING

While the legislation does not set a time length requirement for the premarital counselling, it outlines the content of the counselling requirements, including: (1) an emphasis on “the nature and purposes of marriage and the responsibilities thereto”; (2) “a discussion of the
seriousness of covenant marriage”;&superscript;10 (3) a communication of the fact that a covenant marriage is a commitment for life;&superscript;11 (4) a discussion of the obligation to seek marital counselling in times of marital difficulties;&superscript;12 and (5) a discussion of the exclusive grounds for “legally terminating a Covenant Marriage by divorce or by divorce after a judgment of separation from bed and board.”&superscript;13 Further, the section provides that this counselling may only be offered by a “priest, minister, rabbi, cleric of the Religious Society of Friends, any clergyman of any religious sect, or a professional marriage counselor.”&superscript;14

Aside from the emphasis on the seriousness of marriage as a commitment to the other spouse, the counsellor must provide couples with the informational pamphlet issued by Louisiana’s Attorney General, which explains the terms and differences for grounds of divorce. This pamphlet is intended to make a couple entering a covenant marriage more informed of the legal consequences of marriage as compared to non-covenant marriage couples.&superscript;15

**B. FEATURE 2: CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATION TO TAKE “REASONABLE EFFORTS” TO PRESERVE THE MARRIAGE**

Despite the widely held common law principle that many spouses’ personal obligations are not subject to contractual modification, the Declaration signed by all covenant couples represents a state legislated exception. &superscript;16 Professor Shaw Spaht, one of the drafters of the Louisiana covenant marriage legislation, asserts that the Declaration constitutes a legally binding contract between the parties to the effect that it meets the definition of contract in Louisiana’s Civil Code as “an agreement by two or more parties whereby obligations are created, modified, or extinguished.”&superscript;17 In the Declaration, a covenant couple agrees to undertake the significant obligation “to take all reasonable efforts to preserve [their] marriage, including marital counselling” in times of marital difficulties. &superscript;18

Assuming that the effort to take all reasonable steps to preserve the marriage represents a contractual obligation, contract law principles apply to its performance. Therefore, this may trigger a duty to perform the obligation in good faith, subjecting “reasonable efforts” to a contract interpretation approach where steps could either fall short or go beyond marital counselling. As the legislation does not provide any remedy for a failure to honour this obligation, Professor Shaw-Spaht argues that this absence reflects the legislature’s intent to enforce the obligation through contractual remedies.

---

&superscript;11 Ibid. at § 9:273.A(1).
&superscript;12 Ibid.
&superscript;13 Ibid. at § 9:273.1.B.
&superscript;16 See Part IV.D, below, for further discussion surrounding the enforceability of the contractual component of covenant marriages.
The Declaration also includes what could possibly be interpreted as a choice of law clause where the parties agree that they “declare that [their] marriage will be bound by Louisiana law on Covenant Marriages.” Extend the assertion that the commitment to “take all reasonable efforts to preserve the marriage” represents a binding contractual term, this application of Louisiana law arguably represents a binding choice of law clause.

C. FEATURE 3: RESTRICTED GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE

Covenant marriage combines fault grounds with a no-fault possibility that is more difficult to meet than in a standard marriage. As a consequence of signing the Declaration, covenant spouses agree to adhere to these fault grounds and the restriction on their right to pursue a “no-fault” divorce. Covenant marriage legislation permits divorce on the following legislated grounds: (1) where a party proves fault in the nature of adultery; (2) conviction of a felony and a sentence of imprisonment at hard labour or death; (3) abandonment for one year; (4) physical or sexual abuse of a spouse or child of one of the spouses; or (5) habitual intemperance or cruel treatment. However, the legislation permits “no fault divorce” after proof of living separate and apart for two years, a significantly greater time than the six months required to dissolve a standard marriage. Lastly, covenant marriage legislation offers the innocent spouse a unique option of pursuing a legal separation over a divorce.

III. THE IMPACT OF CONFLICT OF LAWS ON COVENANT MARRIAGES

The effect and purpose of covenant marriages greatly depends upon its potential treatment in non-covenant marriages states because the essence of covenant marriage — to promote the strengthening of marriage — comes from its restrictive grounds for divorce and the contractual obligation on spouses to make reasonable efforts to preserve the marriage. Therefore, if a spouse can avoid these restrictive grounds by crossing the border into another state, these fundamental means of advancing the purpose of covenant marriage are lost. Thus, where a state chooses to apply its own state law to a divorce petition, several problems arise. First, it introduces the possibility for the return of “migratory divorce,” which resulted from California’s introduction of no-fault divorce in the 1960s. This forum shopping resulted as spouses began migrating to states with the most favourable divorce laws, pressuring all states to eventually converge and form today’s relatively uniform divorce law. Professor Bix effectively summarizes the problem of allowing states to apply their own divorce law:

Allowing courts to apply their own states’ dissolution standards, regardless of the statute-based expectations or agreements of the parties at the time of marriage only encourages opportunistic reneging on those expectations and agreements … [which] in turn will reduce parties’ abilities to marry on terms that are optimal both for themselves and for society generally.

10 Ibid.
20 See Part IV.D, below, for further discussion surrounding the binding effect of this choice of law clause.
22 Ibid. at § 9:307.A(5).
23 Ibid. at § 9:307.B. This section also highlights the different set of requirements that apply for obtaining a legal separation instead of a divorce.
Second, the application of forum law results in the loss of a covenant marriage state's legislative intent to create a unique marital regime for its citizens.

Third, an application of a state's own law to a covenant marriage divorce application jeopardizes a spouse's ability to rely on the terms he/she entered into at the time of marriage, which introduces a level of uncertainty into the relationship. Applying forum law to a covenant marriage divorce petition introduces an element of unpredictability because a spouse does not expect the rights and obligations obtained when he/she married under one regime to change by one spouse moving to another state. The Louisiana Court of Appeal's reasoning in Welsh v. Welsh\(^2\) illustrates the court's unwillingness to apply a set of rules that are different from the marriage regime entered into by the spouses. In that case, the Court held that a wife who was married 20 years before covenant marriages were created was not entitled to the same divorce limitations in covenant marriages because the statutory definition in the legislation under which she was married was different. Extending this reasoning to a spouse that intends to avoid the elements of the covenant marriage regime into which he/she entered by moving to another state, the application of forum law essentially allows this undesirable ability for a spouse to dissolve his/her marriage under a regime not contemplated or agreed upon by either party at the time of marriage.

Fourth, the application of forum law reintroduces the unjust phenomenon that arose during the period of migratory divorce where wealthier couples could obtain divorces on relaxed grounds because they could afford to travel across state borders. Professor Leflar explains this problem:

Socially and sociologically, there have been two sets of grounds for divorce in the law of a conservative divorce state, one written officially in its own lawbooks and the other available under its conflicts rules to local spouses who could afford the expense and inconvenience of going to an easy divorce state to file suit.\(^2\) The extent of the phenomenon's impact on covenant marriage remains unclear as debate surrounds whether covenant marriage couples represent a wealthier portion of the population as compared to those that enter into standard marriages. Sociologists recently gathered data from 538 newlywed couples under the regime as compared to those that entered standard marriages in that year to test this antecedent.\(^2\) Their research supported the majority of their hypotheses that covenant marriage partners are more educated, hold more traditional attitudes, and have a greater tendency to choose communicative conflict resolution strategies. However, their findings did not support their expectation that these couples were less likely to have material debts. In fact, it revealed that these covenant marriage couples were no richer than the standard married couples.\(^2\)

Lastly, a state's application of forum law does not give appropriate weight to a couple's choice to select a regime they feel would best govern their relationship and serve their interests. Therefore, the next Part examines the current treatment of divorce in the United

---


Ibid.
States and the alternative treatments available to sister states that would give effect to covenant marriage dissolution requirements.

IV. AMERICAN SISTER STATE TREATMENT AND ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO DISSOLVE A COVENANT MARRIAGE

A. CURRENT AMERICAN TREATMENT OF DIVORCE APPLICATIONS

Prevailing American practice and accepted constitutional doctrine indicates that sister states will apply forum law to petitions to dissolve a covenant marriage. Generally, a state has the jurisdiction to decide a divorce application where one of the spouses is domiciled in that state, regardless of where the marriage was celebrated. Since Williams v. North Carolina where the United States Supreme Court held that a forum state had jurisdiction over divorce and was free to apply its own divorce law, courts have consistently taken jurisdiction over divorce proceedings and have applied the forum state divorce law. As a result, when deciding upon choice of law, American courts almost automatically find that domicile represents the determinative connecting factor. However, this convention does not take into account the fact that the decree-granting state may have rules that are radically different from the rules in effect at the time and place where the parties married or where they lived most of their married life. Therefore, the following three methods may provide possible alternatives for sister states to give effect to a state’s covenant marriage regime.

B. SEPARATING JURISDICTION FROM CHOICE OF LAW

A state’s jurisdiction to grant divorce does not necessarily obligate a state to apply its own law. Therefore, separating the choice of law issue from the grant of jurisdiction signifies the first step that a sister state may take to give effect to a covenant marriage. By accepting jurisdiction over the divorce proceeding yet choosing to apply the law of the covenant marriage state, a sister state retains jurisdiction over its new resident while enforcing a spouse’s previous commitments. Judge Hastie, dissenting in Alton v. Alton, first advanced the argument for separating choice of law from jurisdiction in a divorce proceeding. He argued that “under correct application of conflict of laws doctrine, and even under the due process clause, it [may be] incumbent upon the Virgin Islands, lacking connection with the subject matter, to apply the divorce law of some state that has such connection.” However, the United States Supreme Court never heard this argument proposing the separation of jurisdiction from choice of law in divorce proceedings because the parties obtained a divorce in their matrimonial state and the case became moot.

32 207 F.2d 667 (3d Cir. 1953).
33 Ibid. at 685.
Adding to the uncertainty surrounding the separation of jurisdiction from choice of law, the Restatement sets out that "[t]he local law of the domiciliary state in which the action is brought will be applied to determine the right to divorce." However, this unqualified statement does not take into account the significant consideration that another state, such as the former matrimonial state, may have a closer connection to the marriage than the new state, especially when a spouse and/or children continue to live there. While separating subject matter jurisdiction and personal jurisdiction in divorce goes against established case law in the United States, this approach has a greater chance of success in Canada where a court considers common law conflict of laws principles in determining whether to accept jurisdiction over divorce proceedings.

C. Separating Subject Matter Jurisdiction from Personal Jurisdiction

In order for a court to take jurisdiction over a divorce, a court must have both personal and subject matter jurisdiction. Domicile typically fulfills the basis for personal jurisdiction over the issue in a divorce proceeding. Meanwhile, subject matter jurisdiction asks whether a court has the power to grant a divorce or dissolve a marriage. Therefore, a spouse may choose to challenge a non-covenant marriage state's subject matter jurisdiction by arguing that it lacks the jurisdiction to grant a divorce for a marital regime unknown to its laws.

Recently, the Connecticut Appellate Court considered this issue in Rosengarten v. Downes where it declined a petition for the dissolution of a Vermont civil union on grounds that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction to decide the matter. The Court held that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction because it only had the power to dissolve marriages, not other types of unions unknown to Connecticut law. By extension, a covenant marriage may represent a union different from a standard marriage unknown to the laws of sister states. As such, those states lack the subject matter jurisdiction to decide upon the dissolution of the covenant marriage. The unique option to obtain a legal separation instead of a divorce to dissolve a covenant marriage advances the argument that the union is unknown to sister states.

However, in focusing on the significant differences between a civil union and a standard marriage, the Court found that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction to dissolve the civil union. In light of the similarities between a covenant marriage and a standard marriage, it may be more difficult to make the parallel argument that a sister state lacks subject matter jurisdiction over covenant marriages. As a covenant marriage represents a state legislature's intent to create a union between heterosexuals, conferring the same rights and status as couples in a standard marriage, a covenant marriage appears far closer to a standard marriage than a civil union. Further, the Court in Rosengarten noted that the Vermont state legislature made its intention clear to treat a civil union as something other than a marriage by introducing the civil union as a response to the Vermont Supreme Court's holding that

---

15 See Part V.B, below, for further discussion surrounding the determination of forum conveniens.
16 802 A.2d 170 (Conn. App. 2002) [Rosengarten].
17 Hay, supra note 31 at 51.
denying marriage to same-sex couples was unconstitutional. Absent any such clear intention by covenant marriage state legislatures indicating that a covenant marriage represents a choice other than marriage unknown to sister states, the states likely have the subject matter jurisdiction over such divorce applications. In particular, the American choice of law rule that a marriage valid where celebrated will be recognized as valid elsewhere indicates the non-covenant marriage state has jurisdiction to decide the divorce proceedings brought by a petitioner domiciled there.

D. Recognition of the “Declaration of Intent” as a Legally Binding Contract

1. The Effect of the Legislated Choice of Law Clause

As mentioned previously, the Declaration required by covenant marriage legislation represents a legally binding contract and contains what may be interpreted as a choice of law clause. Both parties sign the Declaration that “declare[s] that [their] marriage will be bound by Louisiana law on Covenant Marriages,” representing their express choice of the validating law that underlies the parties’ commitment. However, it is important to note that this choice of law clause does not necessarily represent a choice of forum. It indicates to a sister state that the parties intend to be bound by Louisiana’s covenant marriage law, but not necessarily to the forum of the covenant marriage state. While this legislatively contractual choice of law clause neither obligates a sister state to apply the covenant marriage state laws nor changes a sister state’s jurisdiction over divorce applications brought by those domiciled in its state, it supports the option available for sister states to apply the law of the covenant marriage state as it evidences that the parties turned their mind to the issue. At a minimum, this clause signals to the covenant marriage state that a party expects to be bound to the covenant marriage state’s law in an application for divorce. It also advances the argument that a covenant marriage more closely resembles a commercial contract than a standard marriage, making the commercial contract application of conflicts principles a viable option.

2. Treating Covenant Marriage’s Choice of Law Clause as a Commercial Contract Clause

It remains as true today as it did in the last century that marriage “is something more than a mere contract.” Courts continuously recognize that a marriage contract differs from an ordinary commercial contract because parties are not entitled to mutually bargain away interests involved in marriage because the contract involves more than the two parties making a contract; it concerns spouses, the government, the families of the married couple, and children involved in the marriage. To this effect, while a court preserves freedom of contract in commercial agreements, it does not treat a marriage contract in an identical fashion. Thus, where parties to a commercial contract agree to a choice of law clause, the court gives effect to this. However, where parties to a marriage contract agree to a choice of

38 Rosengarten, supra note 36.
39 Restatement, vol. 2, supra note 34 at § 283. See also Hay, supra note 31 at 51.
40 Louisiana Statute, supra note 2 at § 9:273.A(1).
41 Maynard v. Hill, 125 U.S. 190 (1888) at 210-11.
42 Shaw Spaht & Symeonides, supra note 17 at 1111.
law, a change in domicile becomes the determinative factor in choosing what law to apply based on the state’s policy interests in the marital status of its citizens. Commentators suggest that this ironically results in courts giving less deference to a party’s choice in a subject matter that concerns one’s individual preference and affects one’s happiness in a way more deep and profound than most commercial transactions ever could.43

The Declaration superimposes an additional contractual element on the traditional marriage contract, which further advances that a covenant marriage more closely compares to a commercial agreement than a standard marriage. By choosing a covenant marriage, parties make a voluntary and informed choice to assume obligations beyond the basic option to marry. As the voluntariness of the marriage contract and the relative bargaining power of the parties represent a few of the reasons for the different treatment of marriage contracts as compared to commercial agreements, the legislated requirements address these concerns to the extent that parties give their voluntary informed consent following detailed pre-marriage counselling. Compared to a standard marriage where couples marry at varying levels of knowledge surrounding the legal incidents and status of marriage, those that enter into a covenant marriage receive thorough pre-marital counselling that explains the seriousness and legal consequences of the type of marriage into which they are entering.

A couple married under covenant marriage legislation signals that it intends to take on obligations over and above the basic option to marry, arguably attracting the conflict of laws treatment given to commercial contracts over the treatment given to standard marriages. In a commercial contract, a party who seeks to defeat the application of the choice of law clause must show that the chosen state has no substantial connection to the parties and that there is no other reasonable basis for the parties’ choice or that the application of the law of the state would be contrary to a fundamental policy of a state that has a materially greater interest.44 Therefore, if a court applied ordinary commercial contract principles to the covenant marriage, the Declaration’s choice of law clause would stand a greater chance of being enforced as the covenant marriage state would have the “substantial relationship” to the parties, with a sister state’s stance that covenant marriages are contrary to the state’s fundamental policy being unlikely to succeed.45

However, treating a covenant marriage as a commercial contract triggers a host of public policy concerns that have long surrounded the private contracting of marriage. Even proponents of covenant marriage have objections to treating covenant marriage as a mere contract in order to advance its enforcement by sister states. First, commentators argue that it devalues marriage to a simple contract. By allowing private contracting in marriage, this introduces the possibility for parties to give themselves to marriage in limited extents, choosing the higher commitment of covenant marriage or a lesser commitment in a standard marriage. Second, since marriage is a legally recognized status that displays a public, legal commitment, a mere private contract that can be easily changed by the parties does not serve as an adequate comparison. By conferring status, the government attaches certain rights and

---

43 See Bix, supra note 24 at 255.
44 Restatement, vol. 1, supra note 29 at § 187(2).
45 Shaw Spaht & Symeonides, supra note 17 at 1111-13.
obligations such as tax liability and medical responsibility to marriage, which further highlights the imperfect comparison of marriage to private contracting. 46

3. COVENANT MARRIAGE CONTRACT PROTECTS INCIDENTS OF MARRIAGE AND PROVIDES REMEDIAL RELIEF

Even if a sister state applies forum law to dissolve a covenant marriage, the contractual provisions of covenant marriage affect the determination of the incidents of marriage. The Declaration may require that the matrimonial state law govern incidents of marriage including spousal and child support, and distribution of marital property. The United States Supreme Court in Vanderbilt v. Vanderbilt 47 confirmed that differing jurisdictional rules allow for the possibility of "divisible divorce," where one court has the power to dissolve the marriage but does not have the power to finalize the obligations of the parties. Courts may set financial obligations only when they have personal jurisdiction over both parties. Therefore, covenant marriages retain some of their effect by allowing the covenant marriage state to finalize the obligations of the party even when a sister state applies forum law to a divorce petition and dissolves the marriage.

However, the possible interpretation of the Declaration having a choice of law clause has a higher likelihood of enforcement involving the financial determinations because it does not directly relate to the ultimate question of a couple's marital status. Even in the event that a court does not interpret the Declaration as containing a choice of law clause, the covenant marriage state's interests in the incidents of marriage compared to the forum state's interests favour the application of the covenant marriage state's law. 48

Assuming the obligation "to take all reasonable steps to preserve marriage" contained in the Declaration reflects a contractual undertaking, a spouse's attempt to circumvent the restrictive divorce grounds by obtaining a judgment from a sister state under its divorce laws represents a breach of this obligation. This triggers an ordinary breach of contract and remedies analysis. In assessing these damages, contract principles indicate that a breach of contractual obligations entitles the non-breaching spouse to both pecuniary and non-pecuniary damages. While an ordinary contract remedy typically involves the award of monetary damages, courts also consider equitable relief where monetary damages are insufficient. Applied to covenant marriages, where a sister state applies forum law to a covenant marriage divorce application, it removes the opportunity for equitable relief, leaving a non-breaching spouse with an empty contractual claim when money damages are inadequate. While specific performance remains within the discretion of the courts, a covenant marriage state must respect a sister state's divorce decree pursuant to the "Full Faith and Credit" clause. 49 Even in the alternative situation where a divorce has not been

46 Zurcher, supra note 1.
48 The marriage state's interest only offers additional strength to the main reason that the couple made the conscious choice of entering into a covenant marriage over a regular marriage where it had the option of either form. This ability to choose the form of marriage differentiates the covenant marriage situation from spouses who wish to seek a divorce in Canada from a conservative form of marriage entered into outside of Canada where the divorcing spouse had no alternative to the conservative form of marriage. For further analysis of the "Full Faith and Credit" clause, see supra note 5 and accompanying text.
49
obtained, ordering marriage counselling to reconcile a couple where one party has already refused to comply with the obligation seems counter-productive. Therefore, a spouse may seek both tangible and intangible monetary damages to compensate for the other’s breach in obtaining a divorce from a sister state that can range from the extra cost of maintaining an extra household during the time where counselling would have taken place, to damages for the embarrassment, mental anguish, humiliation, or psychological damages suffered as a result of the breach.50

E. **PROPOSED FEDERAL MECHANISMS TO AFFECT COVENANT MARRIAGE LEGISLATION BETWEEN SISTER STATES**

In light of the application of forum law to determine a divorce petition of a covenant marriage, commentators have suggested two potential actions available to Congress that would enforce the purpose of covenant marriage without straying from established conflict of laws principles.51 First, Congress may pass a law requiring that “the grounds for divorce that are effective in the couple’s domicile at the time of execution … be honoured by other states.”52 This strikes a balance between enforcing the covenant marriage state’s legislative intent, and allowing a sister state to retain jurisdiction over its new domiciliary and to apply its forum law in other respects. Second, Congress can choose to mandate that states must give “Full Faith and Credit” to the domestic relations law of the state where the marriage was contracted at the time it was celebrated.53 However, this option faces two significant challenges. First, the interpretation of the “Full Faith and Credit” clause has only been extended to respecting sister state judgments, rather than to sister state laws.54 Second, substantive due process guarantees arise where the rule would preclude an individual’s opportunity to remarry.55 While statutes barring individuals from marrying or remarrying raise due process concerns, covenant marriages arguably do not trigger such concerns because covenant marriages still permit divorce, albeit under more restrictive grounds.

However, these suggested Congress passages face potentially significant challenges from the sister states that may oppose them. Since the right affected represents an impact on status and alters a right to divorce, the passages must meet the test set out by the United States Supreme Court in *Zablocki, Milwaukee County Clerk v. Redhail*.56 In *Zablocki*, the Court held that when a “statutory classification significantly interferes with the exercise of a fundamental right, it cannot be upheld unless it is supported by sufficiently important state interests and is closely tailored to effectuate only those interests.”57 Therefore, sister states may argue that imposing the requirement to recognize the restrictive grounds of divorce of another state violates its interest in regulating marriage and is not supported by the covenant marriage state’s “sufficiently important state interests.” In light of the importance that the

---

50 Shaw Spaht & Symeonides, *supra* note 17 at 1089.
53 Ibid. at 348.
54 Ibid.
55 Ibid.
56 434 U.S. 374 (1978) [*Zablocki*].
57 Ibid. at 388.
United States Supreme Court has given to the freedom to marry, holding that it is "one of the vital personal rights essential to the orderly pursuit of happiness," a sister state may legitimately challenge any potential passages by Congress on the basis that upholding a restriction on the right to divorce represents a significant interference of a fundamental right, not sufficiently tailored to affect the interests of a covenant marriage state.

V. CANADIAN TREATMENT OF DISSOLVING A COVENANT MARRIAGE

A. CANADIAN COURT'S JURISDICTION TO HEAR DIVORCE APPLICATIONS: "ORDINARILY RESIDENT" REQUIREMENT

The Divorce Act, 1985 confers jurisdiction on a Canadian court "to hear and determine a divorce proceeding if either spouse has been ordinarily resident in the province for at least one year immediately preceding the commencement of the proceeding." The "ordinarily resident" requirement signifies a shift from the previous Act, which allowed courts greater freedom to apply common law conflict of laws principles to the choice of law issue and to determine the forum conveniens. The Manitoba Court of Appeal in Kornberg v. Kornberg, discussed below, explained that this jurisdiction flows from the exclusive legislative authority of Parliament to decide matters of marriage and divorce and that this jurisdiction to hear and determine divorce proceedings has been given to the superior courts and provinces by Parliament.

Since the term "ordinary resident" is not defined in the Divorce Act, courts have developed common law interpretations of "ordinarily resident," generally holding that it is a question of fact, independent of citizenship, domicile, or immigration status. A person may become "ordinarily resident" the day he/she arrives if he/she has the intention of making a home in that province for an indefinite period of time. Applying this to a covenant marriage situation, a spouse who enters Canada and becomes "ordinarily resident" the day he/she enters Canada may commence a divorce proceeding from the covenant marriage one...
year later, and therefore circumvent the two year separation requirement and legislated obligation to undertake reasonable efforts to preserve the marriage.

In Alexiou v. Alexiou, Nash J. reviewed the jurisdiction of a Canadian court to determine a husband’s divorce application and corollary relief where the wife sought to have the matter tried in a Minnesota court instead of in a Canadian court. Examining the jurisprudence surrounding “ordinarily resident,” the Court determined that consideration must be given to “whether a person has established a home, employment and a social life in a particular locale which would indicate an intention to continue a regular and customary mode of life there.”

In Alexiou, the Court extended the test set out by the Supreme Court of Canada in Thomson v. M.N.R., which determined “ordinarily resident” in an income tax matter to interpret the same term used in the Divorce Act. This test sets out that the determination of “ordinarily resident” is “a matter of the degree to which a person in mind and fact settles into or maintains or centralizes his ordinary mode of living with its accessories in social relations, interests and conveniences at or in the place in question.” Applying this test, the Court concluded it had jurisdiction to hear the divorce application as Mr. Alexiou had, in mind and fact, settled in Canada by having obtained employment, established a social life, and purchased a home. Interestingly, Nash J. held that the husband’s temporary visitor’s visa status did not affect the determination of Mr. Alexiou’s “ordinarily resident” status. Determining that although it had jurisdiction to hear the application, the Court declined jurisdiction to determine the divorce proceedings because it found that the balance of factors in determining forum conveniens, as discussed below, favoured the foreign courts in exercising jurisdiction.

B. Determining the Forum Conveniens

1. “Clearly or Distinctly More Appropriate Forum” Test

Despite the ability to take jurisdiction on the “ordinarily resident” basis, Canadian courts have consistently declined to exercise the jurisdiction to determine divorce applications where a forum outside Canada is more appropriate. The Supreme Court of Canada in Amchem Products Inc. v. British Columbia (Workers’ Compensation Board) set out the guiding principles to determine whether Canada represents the forum conveniens or whether a more appropriate forum outside Canada exists:

The choice of the appropriate forum is still to be made on the basis of factors designed to ensure, if possible, that the action is tried in the jurisdiction that has the closest connection with the action and the parties and
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not to secure a juridical advantage to one of the litigants at the expense of others in a jurisdiction that is otherwise inappropriate. I recognize that there will be cases in which the best that can be achieved is to select an appropriate forum.  

Courts have since outlined several of these factors specific to divorce proceedings. The Manitoba Court of Appeal in Kornberg explained that the test for determining the "clearly or distinctly more appropriate forum" in divorce proceedings requires both regard for the interests of all the parties and the ends of justice. In order to balance the interests of all parties, the responding spouse must "not just ... show that [Canada] is not the natural or appropriate forum for the trial, but to establish that there is another available forum which is clearly or distinctly more appropriate than the [Canadian] forum." The Court considers several factors including: (1) evidence that connects the case to the forum; (2) the presence of children; (3) whether jurisdiction is founded as of right; and (4) whether any personal and juridical advantages may indicate a clear or distinctly more appropriate forum.

Generally, "[i]n deciding which of two jurisdictions offers the more convenient forum, the court should ordinarily consider which jurisdiction can deal more comprehensively with the issue before the court." In Kornberg, this required the Court to decide whether Manitoba or Minnesota could more comprehensively deal with the dominant issues of discovery, valuation, and disposition of the couple's substantial commercial assets since the parties filed an application for division of matrimonial property along with the petition for divorce. Applying this general principle to covenant marriages, the covenant marriage state arguably represents the more convenient forum because it can deal more comprehensively with the dissolution of a marital regime created by its own state legislature than a foreign court that neither offers a comparable regime nor has ever been confronted with such a system.

2. PERSONAL AND JURIDICAL ADVANTAGE

Personal and juridical advantage assesses whether injustice would result to a spouse if the other spouse were permitted to proceed in a foreign court. This considers whether the proceedings in the foreign court would be vexatious or oppressive, or whether an injunction restraining a spouse to continue proceedings would result in an injustice to him/her. The Ontario Court of Appeal in Nicholas v. Nicholas subsequently considered the appropriate method used to determine whether declining jurisdiction in a divorce proceeding would result in personal or juridical disadvantage. The Court approved the approach used by the motion judge for determining juridical disadvantage, whereby she compared the family law regimes in the two jurisdictions (based on expert opinions on Trinidadian law concerning the issues) to find that no juridical disadvantage would result by returning the divorce proceedings to
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Trinidad and Tobago. Having found that Trinidad "shares the same universal principles of this jurisdiction [Ontario]," together with the strong possibility that the Triniadian court could come to results similar to those reached in Canada, the Court approved the motions judge's finding that the wife would not suffer any juridical disadvantage in proceeding in the foreign jurisdiction.

Extending the Court's reasoning to covenant marriages, expert opinions regarding the covenant marriage regime may be introduced to determine whether a covenant marriage spouse would suffer juridical disadvantage by returning the divorce application to a covenant marriage state. As neither spouse would likely face "vexatious or oppressive" treatment in a covenant marriage state court, it is unlikely that this personal and juridical disadvantage factor would present a barrier to returning a covenant marriage divorce application to a covenant marriage state. Further, the family law regime of any covenant marriage state largely shares the same universal principles of those in Canada. While a strong possibility does exist that a covenant marriage state could reach results different from those reached in Canada, a finding that enforces the expectations of both the state and the parties when they entered into the marriage, and upholds the contractual obligation that the applicant spouse made at that time, does not represent an injustice to either party.

3. EVIDENCE CONNECTING THE CASE TO THE FORUM

The evidence connecting the case to the forum represents a heavily fact dependent consideration. In each of Nicholas, Kornberg, and Alexiou, the court's determination that the bulk of the couple's commercial assets and marital property remained in the foreign jurisdiction as compared to the couple's assets in Canada significantly influenced the decision to decline jurisdiction over the divorce proceedings, especially where the divorce petition included an application for corollary relief. Therefore, depending on the facts surrounding a couple married under covenant marriage legislation and whether one spouse remains in the covenant marriage state, with the majority of the couple's assets in that state, a Canadian court may likely decline to exercise jurisdiction. Evidentiary concerns become especially determinative where children are involved.

4. THE IMPACT OF THE "BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILDREN" PRINCIPLE ON FORUM CONVENIENS

Where children are involved, the Divorce Act mandates that the court must satisfy itself that reasonable arrangements have been made for the support of the children of the marriage before finalizing any divorce petition. This legislative direction given to courts applies to deciding jurisdiction over a divorce petition and represents the elevated status given to a child's residence for determining where proceedings will be litigated. Professor Bissett-Johnson advances that this elevated status "supplant[s] such concepts as 'forum conveniens,'
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'domicile' and 'ordinary residence' ... with the criteria of the child's 'most substantial connection' where parenting relief is sought in a proceeding under the new Divorce Act.\textsuperscript{86}

The Court in \textit{Alexiou} highlighted the importance of declining jurisdiction over a divorce petition where a superior forum exists to determine the best interests of the children because "custody and child support should be heard and determined in the same forum unless there is a bona fide reason for the issues to be divided."\textsuperscript{87} In addition, the Court added the following factors as relevant for determining the \textit{forum conveniens} for divorce proceedings where children are involved: (a) the location of witnesses, such as relatives, friends, and teachers; (b) the location where the parties have lived and worked the majority of their lives; and (c) the location where the evidence will be readily available to bring the matter to a quick and final determination.\textsuperscript{88}

Courts readily decline jurisdiction to determine divorce proceedings in cases where children reside outside the jurisdiction. In \textit{Durairaj v. Durairaj},\textsuperscript{89} the Court held that the \textit{forum conveniens} was India because it contained the best evidence available concerning the circumstances of the child. In this case, the marriage took place in India, where the child continued to remain as resident with his mother, while the father filed for divorce in Alberta. The Court dismissed the divorce application on the basis that since the child lived with his mother in India, attended school, and had family and friends in India, the best evidence concerning his circumstances was in India.\textsuperscript{90}

Therefore, where children are involved in a covenant marriage, the "best interests of the children" principle operates to suggest that a Canadian court may decline jurisdiction to hear the divorce petition where the best evidence involving the children's interest remains in the covenant marriage state.

5. JURISDICTION AS OF RIGHT

Jurisdiction as of right, where a court has personal jurisdiction over a defendant and the right to serve the defendant with the process is unqualified, does not alone determine a clearly and distinctly more appropriate forum. Where jurisdiction exists as of right, the Alberta Court of Appeal in \textit{United Oilseed Products Ltd. v. Royal Bank of Canada} held that "[e]ven where that jurisdiction exists as of right we should recognize that there may be a superior forum, having regard to the interests of both parties. Where that superior forum can be readily identified litigation should be pursued in it."\textsuperscript{91} Justice Nash in \textit{Alexiou} applied these comments involving a commercial contract to find that the \textit{forum conveniens} in a family context takes into account where the best evidence exists regarding the best interest of the children, focusing on two main considerations: the welfare of the child and the fair and proper administration of justice.\textsuperscript{92}
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6. **OBTAINING AN ANTI-SUIT INJUNCTION**

A spouse may bring an application for an anti-suit injunction in a divorce case to prevent a spouse from pursuing a divorce in a foreign jurisdiction by meeting the criteria set out by the Supreme Court of Canada in *Amchem*. Therefore, a Canadian divorce petitioner may attempt to bring an anti-suit injunction to prevent his/her spouse from bringing a divorce application in the covenant marriage state. However, where the spouse cannot meet the *Amchem* test and a foreign jurisdiction grants the parties a divorce in advance of a Canadian court decision, the Canadian divorce petition will be struck because the parties are already divorced. In *Harris v. Murray*, the Court applied the *Amchem* anti-suit injunction test to divorce proceedings. In that case, the wife sued for a divorce in Alberta and moved for an anti-suit injunction to prevent her husband from pursuing his divorce action in Indonesia, where the couple had separated. While the Court found that the wife did not meet the *Amchem* test in order to obtain an anti-suit injunction, the Court held that she could proceed with her property division and support claim even where a divorce is granted in the foreign jurisdiction.

7. **OTHER CONSIDERATIONS**

The Court in *Nicholas* went on to further set out three considerations that indicate the appropriateness of a forum. First, the Court held that a failure to consider citizenship does not undermine a determination that a foreign jurisdiction is the more appropriate forum for litigating divorce proceedings. Second, the Court stated that the surrounding circumstances and amount of time the parties have each spent in the jurisdictions and ties to each jurisdiction contribute to determining which jurisdiction has the closest connection to the underlying dispute in a divorce application. Third, the Court applied the statements of Arbour J.A. (as she then was) in *Frymer* — a case involving the principle of *forum non conveniens* in a commercial setting — to divorce proceedings, holding that "the question of burden of proof will rarely matter. The choice of the appropriate forum will generally resolve itself on the basis of the relative strength of the relevant factors, rather than on the determination of who is to bear the burden of proof."

Where both parties wish to avoid the covenant marriage divorce restrictions, they may attempt to do so by agreeing that a Canadian court may hear their divorce application. However, this is not an available option for the couple as the Ontario Court of Appeal has recently emphasized that parties cannot confer subject matter jurisdiction on a court by agreement. In *Rohlgiesser v. Rohlgiesser*, neither spouse had been ordinarily resident in the province, but the South African couple consented to have the proceedings heard by a Canadian court. However, the Ontario Court of Appeal determined that the court could not...
adjudicate the divorce proceeding even though both spouses consented because parties by their agreement cannot confer jurisdiction on the court.

Overall, the factors outlined in these cases must be considered together to determine whether the foreign jurisdiction represents the more appropriate forum. As Laforest J. held in Hunt v. T&N PLC, "the assumption of and discretion not to exercise jurisdiction must ultimately be guided by the requirements of order and fairness, not a mechanical counting of contacts or connections [to the jurisdiction]."100

C. Stay of Proceedings

Generally, where a forum outside of Canada is more convenient and suitable or appropriate for the ends of justice, the court has an inherent jurisdiction, preserved by statute, to stay a local action.101 In order to obtain a stay, the defendant spouse must request and persuade the court that the case should be tried elsewhere because there is a clearly more appropriate forum.102

In the case where a foreign court has assumed jurisdiction over the issue, a Canadian court will consider this as a factor against granting a stay of proceedings. Justice Sopinka explained the importance of this factor in Amchem: "When there is a genuine disagreement between the courts of our country and another, the courts of this country should not arrogate to themselves the decision for both jurisdictions."103

The Court in Kornberg104 analyzed whether the statements of Amchem, a case that involved commercial and civil actions, applied equally to a court’s authority to grant a stay in divorce proceedings. Justice Philip concluded that divorce proceedings do not give rise to special considerations requiring an alteration of the general principles because no public policy reasons favour a departure from them.105 First, Philip J.A. concluded that it does not warrant special consideration because a divorce proceeding does not become prima facie unjust or vexatious when a spouse commences two actions, one in Canada and one in a foreign jurisdiction.106 Second, he found that the court’s reluctance to interfere where the plaintiff in one jurisdiction is the defendant in another applies equally to divorce proceedings.107 Applying this reasoning to the covenant marriage context, a spouse who brings an action in the covenant marriage state in response to a spouse who commences the petition for divorce in Canada simultaneously becomes the plaintiff in the covenant marriage state and the defendant seeking a stay of proceedings in a Canadian court.
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D. **Assuming Jurisdiction and Applying the Covenant Marriage State Law**

1. **The Current Divorce Act: Allowing for the Possibility of Choice of Law in Divorce Proceedings**

As an alternative to declining to exercise jurisdiction or ordering a stay of proceedings, Canadian courts have the option of assuming jurisdiction over the divorce proceedings and applying the law of the matrimonial state. Since the Divorce Act\textsuperscript{108} does not provide direction for a court's choice of law, common law rules of conflict of laws apply. Since divorce goes to the status of spouses, the applicant spouse's personal law governs, the law of his/her domicile, lex domicilii. As the Divorce Act only requires that a person is "ordinarily resident" in order to bring a divorce petition, a person's lex domicilii may not necessarily be Canadian law where a spouse continues his/her domicile elsewhere.\textsuperscript{109} This represents a significant change from the previous Divorce Act, 1968,\textsuperscript{110} where the lex fori was automatically applied because an applicant was required by the legislation to be domiciled in Canada in order to bring the divorce petition. As a result of this change from the domicile requirement to the ordinarily resident requirement, Professor Castel has suggested that "it is possible that the substantive provisions of the Divorce Act will not be applicable in a proceeding before a Canada court."\textsuperscript{111} However, as this position has not been argued in court to date, it remains to be seen whether a court will accept this as a possible interpretation of the Divorce Act.

2. **A Contractual Comparison: Applying the Covenant Marriage State Law on the Grounds that the Covenant Marriage Contract Contains an Express Choice of Law Clause**

A court may ground its decision to apply the covenant marriage state law by applying conflicts of law principles similar to those applied to contracts, upon finding that a covenant marriage is comparable in many respects to a commercial contract. An interpretation of the Declaration of Intent as an express choice of law clause may form the basis for such an application.\textsuperscript{112} Generally, choice-of-law issues that arise in contracts are resolved by reference to a single law, the proper law of the contract. Where the contract contains an express choice of law clause, the test set out by the Privy Council in Vita Food Products Inc. v. Unus Shipping Co.\textsuperscript{113} continues as the current authority. In that case, Lord Wright held that a court will give effect to an express choice of law clause as long as that choice is bona fide and legal and there is no reason to avoid the choice on public policy grounds. This premise is founded on the fact that courts strive to uphold party autonomy, give effect to the parties' intentions, and maintain the fundamental principle of freedom of contract.\textsuperscript{114} Applying the
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Vita Foods test to covenant marriages, it appears likely that a court would apply the covenant marriage state law if it first found that the Declaration of Intent represented an express choice of law clause. First of all, the choice of law represented by the Declaration of Intent is bona fide in the sense that the parties did not choose the covenant marriage state law in order to evade the mandatory provisions of the system of law that is most closely and really connected with the transaction, especially considering that the covenant marriage state likely has the closest and most real connection to the transaction. Second, the choice of law is legal in the place of contracting. Finally, there do not appear to be any public policy grounds to justify avoiding the choice of the parties to apply the covenant marriage state law to their marriage, especially in light of the fact that the Supreme Court of Canada has recently confirmed that public policy grounds remain narrow. In Beals v. Saldanha, the Supreme Court of Canada maintained the restrictive view of public policy set out by the Ontario Court of Appeal in Boardwalk Regency Corp. v. Maalouf, which suggested that in order to find a violation of public policy, it must violate an essential morality that runs through the fabric of society to the extent that it is not consonant with our system of justice and general moral outlook. Applying this to the choice of law clause of a covenant marriage, it appears unlikely that giving effect to the choice that the parties made themselves to add restrictions governing their own divorce would amount to a situation that courts find contrary to essential justice that commands almost universal recognition or a principle of morality that violates deeply held Canadian public policy.

3. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Applied to a potential covenant marriage situation, a strong argument exists for a Canadian court to assume jurisdiction and apply the covenant marriage state law. As mentioned above in Part III, compelling reasons exist for affecting the restrictive grounds intended by both spouses and the covenant marriage state legislature. This option provides a Canadian court with the opportunity to validly enforce the provisions of covenant marriage in accordance with common law conflict of laws principles and the Divorce Act. Further, this represents an especially compelling option where one spouse remains domiciled in a covenant marriage state and the other spouse brings an action in Canada as an ordinary resident of a province for one year but remains domiciled in the covenant marriage state.

VI. CONCLUSION

The future success of the American statutory creation of covenant marriage, still in its early stages, faces significant challenges in light of the current application of conflict of laws principles to divorce petitions in both the United States and Canada. While the creation of this new marital regime demonstrates both the legislature’s intent to introduce an additional option to marriage for its citizens, a public policy choice to promote the strengthening of
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marriage, as well as allowing a couple to express their intention to assume obligations above and beyond a standard marriage, the current application of conflict of laws threatens the extent to which these intentions can be fulfilled. In the United States, the prevailing jurisprudence and conflicts rules indicate that sister states will apply their own state law to divorce applications. Therefore, the restrictive grounds for divorce, one of the defining features of covenant marriages, may be circumvented by spouses moving across borders. A number of alternatives to the current American treatment of divorce applications exist that would give effect to the intent of covenant marriage legislation including: (1) allowing a sister state to assume jurisdiction over the divorce petition but apply the covenant marriage legislation; (2) having a sister state apply commercial contract principles to the legislated choice of law clause contained in the covenant marriage contract, and also the corresponding commercial contract conflicts principles; and/or (3) introducing federal legislation to enforce fundamental features of covenant marriage legislation.

Meanwhile, the Canadian conflict of laws treatment applied to divorce petitions offers a greater possibility that a covenant marriage’s elements will be upheld as it limits the ability for a spouse to circumvent the restrictive grounds by becoming ordinarily resident in Canada. Although the ordinarily resident requirement is arguably easier to establish than the American domicile requirement, the common law factors that determine whether Canada represents the forum conveniens, and therefore whether a Canadian court will accept jurisdiction over the divorce petition, favour recognizing a covenant marriage state’s jurisdiction in dissolving a covenant marriage. In light of the lack of personal or juridical disadvantage in returning the divorce proceedings to a covenant marriage state, whether a Canadian court decides to grant a stay of proceedings or return the divorce petition to the covenant marriage state depends largely on the facts of the case. In the case where the bulk of marital assets and/or children remain in a covenant marriage state, a court will likely decide to decline to exercise jurisdiction as courts strongly favour trying custody and support issues together with divorce proceedings.

Finally, in light of the fact that the Divorce Act only requires a person to be “ordinarily resident” in Canada for a year to bring a divorce petition, the possibility remains open for a Canadian court to assume jurisdiction over the divorce application and apply the law of the covenant marriage state as their choice of law. As divorce affects a person’s status, the petitioner’s personal law applies. Therefore, since a petitioner’s personal law is his/her lex domicilii, a court may validly apply the law of the covenant marriage state if the petitioner continues to remain a domiciliary in that state. Absent any additional facts regarding a covenant marriage couple, this option represents the most effective method that respects the choices that both parties made in entering a covenant marriage and a covenant marriage state’s legislative intent while simultaneously advancing the application of the appropriate conflict of laws principles and Divorce Act provisions.
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